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Jewel Sanitary Napkins LLC., is a U.S. based company launched on June 1, 2019 with four variations

of sanitary napkins that are infused with graphene.

These four variations are: very light panty liners, moderate flow sanitary napkins, heavy flow sanitary

napkins and super heavy flow sanitary napkins. Jewel has established a customer centric culture by

focusing on commercial contracts, Jewel has acquired a ten million dollar contract, fundraisers

(jewelpads.charity), vending events and online customer sales. Jewel is a FDA registered company.

Who would have ever imagined that such an odd couple would come together to create the perfect

marriage– graphene and sanitary napkins. Graphene is also known as the Nobel Prize winning

“supermaterial.”

https://www.jewelpads.com/


The formula thus far has proven to be successful. As of the date of this article, Jewel has grossed

$1.5 million in revenue from a $6 product.

Jewel’s current customer to distributor ratio is a jaw dropping 4 to 1, this is an astonishing feat for a

new company.

The customer experience has been superb as the company has received numerous rave reviews

from more than 25,000 women that have had a chance to use the Jewel Sanitary Napkins

(testimonies can be viewed at jewelpads.com).

In addition, Jewel was featured as one of the top 10 stories on Graphene based companies globally in

a recent issue of Graphene-Info, the international publication that informs the world of the growing

Graphene community.

The company’s T.U.F. (The Unified Front) mantra has expanded throughout the industry, helping other

direct sales companies get started and welcoming the numerous inquiries with an interest in

sanitary napkins, because of the customer retention and the fact that females want to be

“comfortable and dry” each month.



Jewel has also had success through the distributor front by teaching their distributor force to do real

business, which creates consistency and not just collecting bodies, which leads to individuals

jumping from company to company.

A real residual lifestyle is taught, even if it means starting slow and steady with just one customer,

contract, fundraiser or vending event at a time. The Behind The Curtain training, which exposes the

pitfalls of this amazing industry and why so many good people continue to lose, has opened the eyes

of prospects and industry veterans as well.

One of the highlights of Jewel’s amazing retention rate for distributors is the fact that the distributor

force is able to partake in company profit sharing. The distributors are allowed to earn additional

income as the company declares profits from all avenues, in addition to the compensation plan and

their personal customer sales.

The loyal and faithful distributor force finally feels appreciated with this inclusive method of rewards.

“The distributors helped you build it, they should be able to partake as well once the ownership

begins to win,” says Jewel corporate team.

A report from the World Health Organization indicates that within two hours of a woman putting on

traditional sanitary napkins, about 107 different germs per cubic centimeter develop on the surface

area of the pad. When pressure is applied to the pad through sitting, the pad allows a “back flow” of

the blood into the woman’s reproductive system because paper is not absorbent enough. With all of

the germs that may have developed and the chemicals in the pads, this could possibly lead to an

infection in the woman’s reproductive system. Not knowing what to do or what may be happening to

them, the woman simply takes this as normal menstrual discomfort. This is far from normal.

Studies have shown that most sanitary napkins on the market are produced from recycled paper

materials that contain print ink and chlorine. Sanitary napkins and tampons with odor neutralizers

are virtually a chemical soup. These harmful chemicals and bacteria getting into the bloodstream is

the leading cause of toxic shock syndrome (TSS).

Our company is also tackling the issue of incontinence suffered by men and women alike. According

to multiple studies, one quarter to one third of men and women in the U.S. suffer from urinary

incontinence. Additionally, about 33 million Americans have overactive bladders (OAB), presenting

symptoms of urgency, frequency and incontinence. We have many plans in the works to provide a

solution to these issues.



The corporate staff is very excited about the possibilities of improving women’s monthly experience

with a superiorly designed sanitary napkin, infused with graphene. The Jewel slogan says it all:

“Finally her feminine flow has met its match!”

About Jewel Pads

Jewel Sanitary Napkins LLC., is a U.S. based company launched on June 1, 2019 with four variations

of sanitary napkins that are infused with graphene.

These four variations are: very light panty liners, moderate flow sanitary napkins, heavy flow sanitary

napkins and super heavy flow sanitary napkins. Jewel has established a customer centric culture by

focusing on commercial contracts, Jewel has acquired a ten million dollar contract, fundraisers

(jewelpads.charity), vending events and online customer sales. Jewel is a FDA registered company.

For more information please visit www.jewelpads.com

https://www.jewelpads.com/

